THINGS PROVIDED IN ALL RESIDENCE HALL ROOMS:
BEDS • DESKS • WINDOW COVERING • TRASH CAN • CLOSET/WARDROBE UNIT •
REFRIGERATOR / MICROWAVE UNIT (WITH ICE CUBE TRAY) • INTERNET SERVICE

THE BASICS:
- BACKPACK
- POSTERS / DRY ERASE BOARD & MARKERS / CALENDAR
- STATIONARY / ADDRESS BOOK / STAMPS
- HAT / GLOVES / SCARF / WARM COAT
- UMBRELLA
- SEWING KIT / SMALL TOOL KIT
- PLASTIC FOOD STORAGE CONTAINERS
- STORAGE CRATES
- SILVERWARE / CAN OPENER
- SPORTS EQUIPMENT / BIKE & U LOCK
- PHOTOS / CAMERA
- DICTIONARY / THESAURUS
- MICROWAVE-SAFE DISHES & MUGS
- IRON / IRONING BOARD
- AREA RUG
- STICKY TAPE (NO NAILS)
- GAMES / PLAYING CARDS
- SMALL SAFE

LAUNDRY & CLEANING SUPPLIES:
- LAUNDRY BAG
- LAUNDRY DETERGENT / DRYER SHEETS
- HANGERS
- DISHWASHING SOAP
- STAIN REMOVER
- CLEANING SUPPLIES / PAPER TOWELS
- BROOM / DUST PAN
- AIR FRESHENER

IMPORTANT ITEMS & CONNECTIVITY:
- DEVICE - TO - DEVICE STREAMING IS NOT SUPPORTED
- SOCIAL SECURITY CARD / DRIVER’S LICENSE / PASSPORT

EMERGENCY SUPPLIES:
- FIRST AID KIT
- HEALTH INSURANCE INFO / MEDICATIONS
- FLASHLIGHT WITH EXTRA BATTERIES
- WRITTEN LIST OF EMERGENCY CONTACTS INFO

THINGS YOU CANNOT BRING:
HOT PLATES • CANDLES / INCENSE • WATERBEDS • CARPET PADDING • FIREARMS • ILLEGAL DRUGS •
AIR CONDITIONERS • SPACE HEATERS • ELECTRIC BLANKETS OR SHEETS • OCTOPUS PLUGS • EXTENSION CORDS
REFRIGERATORS • TOASTER / TOASTER OVEN • ELECTRIC SKILLETS / HOT POTS • PETS OTHER THAN FISH • STREET SIGNS •
FIREWORKS / EXPLOSIVES • NETWORK ROUTERS
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